T O M AT I S ® M E T H O D
2017 Training Course

Amsterdam
Become a TOMATIS® Practitioner (Level 1)
And get access to the entire new Electronic Ear with the TOMATIS® Effect

the sound training therapy
by TOMATIS DEVELOPPEMENT S.A.

When?

14-15-16
February 2018

Where?

Amsterdam

Registration

The Netherlands

Discover our training brochure
and fill out
the Registration Form!
Closing date for registrations:

21 January 2018
The Tomatis® Method is a pedagogical method that cannot be considered as a medical treatment, nor as a means of establishing a medical diagnosis.
The contents of this brochure are for information purposes only.
© “Tomatis”, “Tomatis” + logo and “TalksUp” are registered trademarks of Tomatis Développement S.A. Their use or modification is strictly prohibited (unless
expressly authorized) - © Copyrights - All rights reserved 2009-2017.
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is a revolutionary sound listening training program created by the owner of the
TOMATIS ® Method.

Dr Tomatis was a French ear, nose, and throat doctor who pioneered
the fields of sound therapy and auditory stimulation. On the basis of his research, Dr Tomatis
made a distinction between hearing and listening and emphasized the interconnections of the
ear, brain, and body.
Hearing, as a function of the ear, is the passive reception of sound, whereas listening, as a
function of the brain, is the active participation in what one hears. Someone may have good
hearing, yet may be a poor listener. The ear plays a unique and critical role in our day-to-day
lives, and if sensory information transmitted by the ear is misinterpreted by the brain, listening is
disrupted.
Dysfunctional listening can result from a difficult pregnancy or birth, early childhood colds and illnesses, accidents, living
near loud sounds, emotional trauma, and many other experiences that alter how a person processes sounds. Whenever
this dysfunction occurs, the brain orders the ear to function less efficiently, which then compounds the dysfunction. A
variety of problems are associated with dysfunctional listening, such as mistaking certain sounds made during verbal
exchanges as aggressive, lack of comprehension, difficulties with concentration, learning difficulties, and so on.
Based on more than 40 clinical and scientific studies, thousand of testimonials, and the work of 1800 trained professionals
from all over the world,
is designed to help you in many area such as:
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sensory integration
auditory processing
attention, focus, memory
motor control, posture
expressive and receptive language
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stress and anxiety
learning skills
social interaction
confidence and self-esteem
emotional intelligence

Adults and children with AD/HD, dyslexia, autism, developmental delays, communication difficulties, and learning
disabilities have achieved significant progress with
. Individuals also find they have renewed energy, are
less anxious, have better clarity of thought, and handle daily situations with greater ease.
For more information watch the 3D TOMATIS® Effect Video
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< http://www.youtube.com/user/TomatisDeveloppement >.

is an electronic device equipped with a digital processor to modify the sound signal
by a process called Electronic Gating with TOMATIS® Effect. Gating works on the principle
of perceptual contrast of music causes the brain to work in such a way that triggers auditory
attention. This process which enables a person to regain the use of and even to improve the
at
auditory
strategies used by the brain when listening is not disturbed.
audi
In addition,TOMATIS ® headphones are also equipped with bone conduction, a unique
technology. Bone conduction sends the sound to the brain through vibration, a split second
before the ear receives it by the speakers. Thanks to this system, the brain is able to anticipate
the sound, and can thus better analyze it.
listen
After listening
sessions, the brain will be able to replicate the work done with the help of the

program.

As
has been designed to be portable, it can be used by your clients not only in your practice but also at home
under your guidance. It is delivered with a one year warranty and all accessories.
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RAINING

TOMATIS® Method training level 1 is an intense 3-day course covering the vital aspects of the
ear through its integration with the brain, the nervous system, the muscles of the middle ear and
the vestibular system.

You will leave the workshop with a clear understanding of the impact of
to regulate emotions, listening and communication, attention and
behavior. You will learn why this system is powerful and unique and how
you can get better results. Finally, you will be introduced to the use of an
intake and exit questionnaires that will help you monitor your clients’ progress.
Personalized assistance, online mentoring, and advanced training are
also available to support you in your daily practice.
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OURSE SCHEDULE

1ST
DAY

2ND
DAY

3RD
DAY

9:00 - 9:30 a.m.

Welcome & Introductory Remarks

9:30 - 11:30 a.m.

From the Three TOMATIS® Laws to

11:30 - 1:00 p.m.

Acoustics: From a Physical Vibratory Phenomenon to a Subjective Acoustic Experience

2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Anatomy of the Ear (Part I): Audition, Energy, Balance. The Three Functions of the Ear

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Introduction to the

9:00 - 10:00 a.m.

Physiology of the Ear (Part II): Ear, Brain, and Body integration

10:00 - 12:00 a.m.

Parameters of the TOMATIS® Method: Electronic Gating, Filters... Why and How it Works?

12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

Practical details about the implementation of the TOMATIS® Method

2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Evaluation Questionnaire: Pre– and Post– Testing to Monitor Client Progress

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Programs: Goals and impact of the ELMA Program

9:00 - 10:30 a.m.

ELMA Program (continued)

10:30 - 1:00 p.m.

Case Studies

2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Case Studies

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Overview + Questions / Answers and certification

: 50 Years of History and Development

Device and listening exercises
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PEAKER
Jean-Pierre Granier is a French cognitive psychologist who was trained by Dr Alfred Tomatis. He
has done his PhD in visual word recognition at the University of Aix en Provence - France
Jean-Pierre has been a Tomatis ® Consultant for more than 20 years and belongs to several research
groups in neuroscience. He is the author of many publications and recently co-published with the
French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) an article in the Journal of Affective Disorders
emphasing the link between poor hearing and emotional disorders. He is also trained in Rational
Emotive Behavior Therapy. Jean-Pierre is the Director of the Tomatis ® Professional Training, and top
advisor and collaborator of Tomatis Developpement SA in the evolution of the Tomatis ® Method.
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RACTICAL DETAILS

PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS
The training is especially organized for the following professions: Occupational
Therapist, Speech Language Therapist, Physical Therapist, Medical Doctor, Special
Education Teacher, Psychologist and Clinical Social Worker and finally communication
and language professionals.
To qualify for the training, participants must hold a bachelor’s or master’s degree and have a
minimum of three years professional experience in a related field of application in one of the
areas covered by the TOMATIS® Method. Other profiles will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
REQUIREMENTS
Before any subscription, we may request copy of your diploma and your professional resume, and reserves the right
to refuse any applicants who do not meet the requirements.
CERTIFICATION
Becoming a TOMATIS® Practitioner implies the signature of a Licensing Agreement, a copy of which will be sent before the training,
and the purchase of a
Package.
THE

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

Digital Player with integrated processor allowing to transform the signal with the TOMATIS® Effect and with a capacitive touch screen,
care belt and accessories; Headphones with Air & Bone Conduction Technology; A One-Year Warranty; Copyrighted Music Processed
with the TOMATIS® Effect; On-Going Support; Mentoring Program

!

TalksUp® requires Windows XP or higher versions and a screen resolution of at least 1024*768 to work properly.
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Your registration will be submitted to the Training Committee for validation. Please note that your
place will be booked after a pre-payment. You can save shipment fees for a pre-order with
a delivery of the equipment during the training. Contact us to receive a copy of your license
agreement and a personalized quote according to the Price List here after.

RICE LIST

T

750

=

EUR

(excl. taxes)

The offer TRAINING ONLY allows you to attend an intensive 3-day-course. You’ll receive a booklet with the training content and a
certificate of attendance. However, we cannot issue a practitioner certificate if you haven’t placed an order for one
Level
1 device at least. You can choose this option and eventually order the device at regular price (+ shipping fees) later. If you decide to
order the
Level1 device during or 3 months after the training at the latest, you will sign a Licence agreement with
us and you’ll become a certified Level 1 TOMATIS® practitioner.

TRAINING
ONLY
no certification

1

=

2 YEARS

-300

LICENSE

EUR

3040 EUR
EUR

2740

(excl. taxes)

2290 EUR
1990 EUR

The START UP offer allows you to attend the course and to purchase the
750 EUR
minimum equipment to integrate the TOMATIS® Method to your activity, that is
Level 1 device. You will be able to provide the TOMATIS® Method to several people successively. You can either
to say:
lend the
Level 1 device to your clients so they can have the listening sessions at home, or keep it in your center to receive
several clients. It is also possible to connect it with 6 wireless headphones to have a group configuration (see offer G + WL). If you buy
the device during the training, you will benefit from a 300 euros discount.

START UP
OFFER

+

3040 EUR

1.5

=

KIDS
OFFER

2 YEARS

750 EUR

2
G

WL =

-900

2 YEARS
LICENSE

2X

+

EUR

2290 EUR
1990 EUR

-270
EUR

120 EUR

FREE

6X

+

300

KD =
KID
HEADPHONES

EUR

(excl. taxes)

(excl. taxes)

1950 EUR
EUR

1680

(excl. taxes)

The GROUP CONFIGURATION offer allows you to work on a same
program of your
with a group of 6 people thanks to wireless
headphones. The group configuration does not include the
device but only the headphones.

300 EUR

280 EUR

You can complete each offer with one or several
wireless headphones to work with small groups
or with a difficult child for example.

WIRELESS
HEADPHONES

7620 EUR
EUR

6720

Level
The STANDARD offer allows you to acquire right away 2
1 devices and it makes it easier for you in the organization of your activity.

LESS
E
R
I
6X W

=

GROUP
CONFIGURATION
OFFER
a group of 6
people

1990 EUR
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750 EUR

The KIDS offer is the same offer as the START UP one, except that you
will get one wired kid headphone instead of the standard adult wired
headphone.

2290 EUR

+

=

STANDARD
OFFER

2740
EUR
(excl. taxes)

LICENSE

You can complete each offer with one or several
wired kid headphones to work children.

190

EUR
(excl. taxes)

For each package purchased, the Licensee has paid TDSA License Fees for an initial term of two years. The Licensee shall pay an annual fee of TDSA
€200 (two hundred euros) for each annual renewal period in the ten days preceding the renewal of the term (the “Annual Subscription”). The fee is payable
for each package and therefore for each device purchased by the Licensee. Any period of annual renewal that has been started is due in full.
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Still hesitating?
Please contact us to discuss
about your particular needs!

UBSCRIPTION PROCEDURE

1. Please complete the Form attached to

let us know about

your profile, project and wishes;

2. Receive a proforma invoice with details of payment and
a copy of your license agreement;

REGISTRATIONS:
Barbara BACZYNSKA
email: bm.baczynska@tomatis.com
Tel. : +352 26 27 20
Registrations dealt by chronological order on a
“1st come - 1st served” basis.

3. Confirm your inscription by proceeding to the payment.
The TOMATIS® Team is at your disposal for any inquiry
TOMATIS DEVELOPPEMENT S.A.
www.tomatis.com | info@tomatis.com
76, avenue de la Liberté L-1930 Luxembourg
Tel.: + 352 26 27 20 | Fax: + 352 26 27 20 25

